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Abstract 

Evidence for the production of Y mesons in hadronic 2’ decays is presented. Using a sample of 3.7 million hadronic 
events, eight Y candidates are identified from their decays into efe- and fit@- pairs. The estimated background in the 
signal region is 1.6 Jo 0.3 events. Based on existing theoretical models for inclusive Y production, the following branching 
ratio, summed over the three lightest Y states, is obtained: 

BI(Z” -+ Y + X) = (1.0 f 0.4 f 0.1 f 0.2) x 10-4, 

where the first error is statistical, the second systematic and the third error accounts for uncertainties in the production 
mechanism. 

1. Introduction 

The production of Y mesons4 in Za decays is highly 

suppressed. The formation of Y mesons from the b 

quarks produced directly in Z” decays requires the 
emission of highly energetic gluons. Alternatively, Y 
formation involving the production of bi; pairs from 

gluons is suppressed by the large b-quark mass. At 
present, only an upper limit exists [ 11. The interest of 
these rare decays is increased by the observation at the 
Tevatron of Y rates much larger than expected [ 21, 
and the subsequent attempt to explain the discrepancy 

between theory and experimental data by the novel 
‘colour-octet’ production models [3 1. Y production 
in Z” decays allows a non-trivial test of these models. 

’ Also at TRIUME Vancouver, Canada V6T 2A3. 

’ Royal Society University Research Fellow. 

’ Institute of Nuclear Research, Debrecen, Hungary. 

’ In the following Y refers to any of the three lowest bound 

Slates: Y( IS). Y(2S) and Y(3S). 

Initially, only ‘colour-singlet’ models were con- 

sidered theoretically to estimate the production of Y 
mesons. In Z” decays, the ‘colour-singlet’ fragmen- 

tation processes are the ‘b-quark fragmentation’ [ 41, 
the ‘gluon fragmentation’ [5] and the ‘gluon radi- 

ation’ process [ 61 (see Fig. 1). The corresponding 
production rates have been calculated using perturba- 

tive QCD and are found to be very small. According 
to these calculations the ‘b-quark fragmentation’ 
process is dominant, with a branching ratio of [ 71: 

Br(Z’ --+ Y + X) = 1.6 x 10-5, 

after adding the three lowest Y bound states and taking 
into account the contribution of cascade decays from 
Xb resonances. In the alternative ‘colour-octet’ mod- 

els, introduced to explain the Tevatron data, Y mesons 
are first produced in a ‘colour-octet’ state and then 
evolve non-perturbatively into ‘colour-singlet’ states 
by emission of soft gluons. These ‘colour-octet’ mod- 
els predict larger Y production rates in Z” decays. Ac- 
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colour-singlet colour-octet 

gluon radiation 

Fig. I. Feynman diagrams for various Y ‘colour-singlet’ and 

‘colour-octet’ production processes. 

cording to [ 71, the dominant process is in this case 

the ‘gluon fragmentation’ process (see Fig. I), with 
a branching ratio of: 

Br(ZO --t Y + X) = 4.1 x lo-“, 

including again the three lowest bound states and cas- 
cade decays. These QCD calculations might have, 
however, large uncertainties since they include only 
the leading term and higher order corrections could 
be important. In the case of ‘colour-octet’ models, the 
total rate depends in addition on free parameters ad- 
justed to the Tevatron data. The validity of these pro- 
duction models and rates has yet to be confirmed by 
experimental measurements. 

In this paper, a search for Y mesons in Z” decays is 
performed. Y mesons are identified from their decays 
into e+e- and pfp- pairs. These decays provide a 
clear signature, since the e+e- and ,u+p- background 
with invariant mass around 10 GeV/c* is expected to 
be small. The outline of this paper is as follows: a 
brief description of the OPAL detector is presented 

in Section 2, the main selection criteria are described 
in Section 3, the composition of the background and 
final selection criteria are discussed in Section 4, and 

finally, the Z” -+ Y +X branching ratio is obtained in 
Section 5. 

2. The OPAL detector 

The OPAL detector has been described elsewhere 
[ 81. The analysis presented here is based on informa- 
tion from the central tracking system, the lead glass 
electromagnetic calorimeter and its presampler, the 
hadron calorimeter and the muon chambers. The track- 

ing system consists of a two-layer silicon microstrip 

vertex detector [ 93, a vertex drift chamber, a jet cham- 
ber and a set of z-chambers for measurements in the 
z direction (z is the coordinate parallel to the beam 
axis), all enclosed by a solenoidal magnet coil which 
produces an axial field of 0.435 T. The main track- 

ing detector is the jet chamber, which has a length of 
4 m, a diameter of 3.7 m and which provides up to 
159 space points and close to 100% track-finding effi- 

ciency for charged tracks in the region 1 cos Bl < 0.92, 
where 8 is the polar angle. The momentum resolution 
in the I - 4 plane can be parametrised as ( ct),/Ipt )* = 
(0.02)2 + (0.0015. p,)‘. with p, in GeVlc . The jet 

chamber is also able to perform particle identification 
by energy loss (dE/dx) measurements with a resolu- 

tion of 3.5% for minimum ionising particles with the 

maximum number of ionisation samples [ IO]. 

3. Event, lepton and Y selection 

The initial event sample consisted of hadronic Z” 
decays selected using standard OPAL criteria [ 11 I. 
Tracks were required to satisfy minimum quality cuts 
as in [ 121 and only events with at least 7 good qual- 

ity tracks were considered. The selection efficiency 
for multihadronic events is (98.1 & OS)%, with a 
background contamination smaller than 0.1%. After 
all cuts, a total of 3.7 million hadronic events were 

selected. 
A sample of 4 million Monte Carlo (MC) simulated 

multihadronic events (not containing Y states) was 
used to study the background. Samples of 2000 MC 
events simulating each of the processes (see Fig. 1) 
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Z” + Ybi;, Z” + Yqqgg, Z” -+ Ygg, Z” + Yqq 
and Z” + Yg, were used to estimate the correspond- 
ing selection efficiencies. In all these processes, the 

partons were generated using the corresponding dif- 

ferential cross-sections provided in [ 4-73. In the first 
three processes, Y mesons are produced in a ‘colour- 
singlet’ state and in the last two processes, in a ‘colour- 
octet’ state. Since ‘colour-octet’ states recombine into 

colour-singlet states by soft gluon emission, some ex- 
tra energy is expected around ‘colour-octet’ states. 

This extra energy has been neglected in the simula- 
tion, but the consequences of this approximation are 
discussed later. For all MC samples, the parton shower 

and hadronisation processes were simulated using the 
JETSET model [ 131, with parameter settings as de- 

scribed in [ 141. All these samples were processed us- 

ing the complete OPAL detector simulation program 

[ 151. 
Lepton candidates were required to satisfy the fol- 

lowing acceptance cuts: 
- p > 3 GeV/c, where p is the track momentum. 
- ) cos81 < 0.95, where 6 is the polar angle with 

respect to the electron beam direction. 

In order to ensure sufficient track quality for the cal- 
culation of the invariant mass, an accurate polar angle 

measurement (z chamber association or presampler 
match, for barrel tracks, and constraint to the point 
where the track leaves the jet chamber, in the case of 
forward tracks) was required for all lepton tracks. An 

additional requirement that at least 10 hits were used 
for the calculation of the ionisation energy loss elim- 
inates tracks too close to other tracks or to the anode 

and cathode planes of the jet chamber. Lepton identifi- 
cation with the OPAL detector is described in detail in 
[ 121. The selection requirements used in the present 

analysis are briefly described below. 
The following electron identification requirements 

were applied: 
- [dE/dx - (dE/dx)o]/a(dE/dx) > -2.0, dE/dx 

being the measured track ionisation energy loss per 

unit length, (dE/dx)o the average dE/dx for elec- 
trons, and a(dE/dx) the resolution on dE/dx for 
the candidate track. 

- 0.7 < E/p < 1.4, where E is the electromagnetic 
energy associated with the track. 

_ Electrons identified as originating from photon con- 
versions by the algorithm described in [ 121 were 
rejected. 

The following muon identification requirements 

were applied [ 12,161: 
- A good positional match between an extrapolated 

track from the central tracking chambers and a re- 

constructed track segment in the muon chambers. 
The hadron calorimeter was used outside the re- 
gions covered by the muon chambers. 

- In order to reduce the background due to kaons de- 
caying to muons or due to hadronic showers pen- 
etrating to the muon chambers, muon candidates 

were required to have a dE/dx measurement con- 

sistent with that of a muon. Muon candidates were 
also rejected if more than 20 muon segments were 

found within an azimuthal cone of 300 mrad around 

the candidate segment. 

Using simulated events, the efficiencies after accep- 

tance cuts for the above lepton identification selections 
are (87.3 f 0.9)% and (81.6 f l.O)% for electrons 

and muons from Y decays, respectively, the errors be- 

ing only statistical. 
Y candidates were selected by demanding a pair of 

electron or muon tracks with opposite charge, with 
opening angle LY < 90” (in order to reject lepton 

pairs from opposite jets), and with decay length L < 
1.5 mm and significance ILJ/c+L < 4, where (TL is the 

error in L (in order to reject lepton pairs from semilep- 
tonic decays of heavy quarks s ). The decay length is 

first obtained as the distance in the xy plane between 
the beam spot and the reconstructed dilepton decay 
vertex using the direction of the Y momentum vector 

as a constraint. This two-dimensional length is then 
converted into three dimensions using the polar angle 
of the recontructed Y. 

4. Background reduction and Y candidates 

The lepton pair invariant mass distribution obtained 

after all preceding selection cuts is displayed in Fig. 2. 
In order to increase the sensitivity to Y mesons, addi- 

tional background suppression is required. 
The following background sources have been con- 

sidered: 
- fake lepton pairs, produced in multihadronic events 

when one or both tracks are hadrons misidentified 

as leptons, 

5 The Y are expected to originate from the primary vertex. 
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Invariant mass (GeVh?) Invariant mass (GeV/c’) 

Fig. 2. Invariant mass distribution for e+e- and P’/L- pairs after 

all cuts except the isolation cut. The expected hadronic background 

estimated with e*pT pairs is shaded. 

Fig. 3. Invariant mass distribution for e+e- and pL+pL- pairs after 

all cuts. The expected background estimated with e*pF pairs is 

shaded. The solid line in the signal region corresponds to the MC 

expected distribution for inclusive Y states. 

- genuine lepton pairs, which result at high invariant 
mass mainly from semi-leptonic decays of indepen- 

dent heavy hadrons, and finally 
- four-fermion events, namely the process e+e- -+ 

q4 +.?e-, where the f?C- pair results mainly from 

a virtual photon emission [ 171. 

The first two background sources (multihadronic 
background) can be estimated by counting the num- 

ber of ‘wrong lepton’ pairs (e*pur), since there is 
no correlation between the lepton types. As seen in 
Fig. 2, these ‘wrong lepton’ pairs provide a good 

description of the background, except at the position 

of the J/G peak, where a signal is observed, as ex- 
pected. The third background source (four-fermion 
background) can only be estimated using simulated 
events (see below). 

The origin of the multihadronic background was 
studied using the sample of 4 million simulated events 
described before. According to the simulation, the 
background for invariant masses above 5 GeV/c2 
consists mainly of genuine lepton pairs produced by 
heavy quark pairs in events with hard gluon radia- 

tion, or by heavy quark pairs produced by gluon split- 
ting. In order to reduce the multihadronic background 
the following additional requirement (isolation cut) 
was applied: the extra energy, Eisol (sum of track mo- 
menta and energy of electromagnetic clusters not as- 
sociated to tracks), within a pair of cones with a half- 
angle of 35” around the direction of each lepton was 

OPAL : 

4 6 8 10 12 14. 

required to be smaller than 8 GeV. The lepton pair 

invariant mass distribution after this cut is shown in 

Fig. 3. For masses above 5 GeV/c2, the multihadronic 
background is completely suppressed by the isolation 
cut, as shown by the distribution of e*pT pairs. By 

performing a linear extrapolation of the number of 
ekp,r pairs obtained as a function of the Eis,j cut, the 
hadronic background in the region 5-15 GeVlc2 is 
estimated to be 0.7 f 0.5 events. This background is 
distributed as follows: 0.5~tO.5 events in the region 5- 

8 GeV/c2, 0.1&O. 1 events in the region 8-l 1 GeV/c2, 

and0.l -fO.l events in theregion ll-15GeV/c2. 
The four-fermion background was estimated using 

the generator FJZRMISV [ 181. The simulated event 
sample was equivalent to 12 times the sample ex- 
pected in the OPAL data. After scaling, the expected 
background from four-fermion events in the multi- 

hadronic data sample is 4.7 f 0.5 events in the region 
5-15 GeV/c2. This background is distributed as fol- 
lows: 2.3 f0.4 events in the region 5-8 GeVlc2, I .5 i 
0.3 events in the region 8-11 GeV/c2, and 0.9 f 0.2 
events in the region 1 l-15 GeV/c2. The uncertainties 
on these MC predictions are mainly statistical, since 
the theoretical error is of the order of 5% [ 171. The 
contribution to the number of dilepton pairs due to the 
production of b6 resonances by virtual photons (not 
included in the Monte Carlo) has been estimated as 
in [ 171. The result is 0.005 events in the region 5- 
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Table I 
Some properties of the Y candidates. The invariant mass error is 

calculated for each candidate from the expected errors on individual 

track parameters. 

Event Mass Pl+P- cos a LlaL &ol 

( GeV/c2) (GeVlc) (GeV) 

w/J- 8.46 f 0.18 30.6 0.84 0.19 0.0 

cc’ P- 9.06 f 0.23 33.5 0.82 -1.10 7.9 

W-P- 9.78f0.18 18.4 0.55 0.38 6.7 

&ALL- 9.87 f 0.24 25.1 0.72 0.05 3.6 

P”’ P-- 10.57f0.18 18.6 0.48 -0.70 0.0 

e +e- 8.64 Jo 0.3 I 33.0 0.85 0.88 0.0 

c -e- 8.64 f 0.2 I 29.0 0.80 -0.67 0.6 

c+e- 9.68 f 0.17 9.8 0.01 -3.38 6.5 

15 GeV/c2 and this dilepton source can therefore be 
neglected. 

According to the simulation, 90% of the lepton pairs 

from Y ( IS) decays have an invariant mass in the 

range 8- 11 GeV/c2 (for Y (2s) and Y (3s) the result 
is 93%). In the following, this invariant mass range 

(signal region) is used to determine the background 

and calculate the Y selection efficiency. As shown in 
Fig. 3, there are 13 pairs with invariant mass between 5 

and 15 GeV/c* , 8 of them in the signal region. Some 

properties of these eight Y candidates are listed in Ta- 
ble 1. The 5 pairs above 5 GeV/c2 , but outside the 
signal region, agree well with the expected 3.8 f 0.7 
background events from four-fermion and hadronic 

processes. Since in the signal region the background is 
1.6 f 0.3 events, the ‘background-subtracted’ number 
of Y candidates is: 

My = Ncand - &kg = 6.4 zt 2.8 f 0.3, 

where the first error is statistical and the second results 
from the background uncertainty. The probability that 

the background fluctuates to the observed signal is 
4 x lo-“. 

5. Inclusive branching ratio 

The three lowest Y bound states are expected to be 

produced in Z” decays, but their relative abundances 
depend on the production mechanism. If the Y yield is 
dominated by direct production rather than cascade de- 
cays of xh states, Y ( 1s)) Y (2s) or Y (3s) states are 
expected to be produced in the proportions 1:0.5:0.5 

[ 71. Other hypotheses are considered later for error 
calculation purposes. Since the average experimental 
invariant mass resolution CT,+., is about 210 MeV/c2, 
no clear discrimination between the different states is 
possible (see Table 2). In addition, according to the 

simulation, the peak of the invariant mass distribution 
of e+e- pairs is shifted by about 300 MeV/c and has 

a large tail towards low masses, due to the energy loss 

by bremsstrahlung in the detector. About 30% of e+e- 
pairs have masses more than 3a~ below the nominal 

Y mass. Another energy loss effect, due to the radia- 

tive decay process Y( IS) -+ e+Cy, has been calcu- 
lated using QED as in [20], and is included in the 

simulation. 
In order to calculate the Z” branching ratio to in- 

clusive Y states, the selection efficiency EY must be 

known. This efficiency, however, depends on the pro- 
duction process, as can be seen in Table 3. This de- 

pendence is introduced in particular by the isolation 
cut. The Z” branching ratio to inclusive Y states is 

calculated as follows: 

Br(zo-ty+X)=N’.%. Rhad 

bad EY 2Br( Y -+ e+.C- ) ’ 

where Ny is the number of Y candidates after back- 
ground subtraction, Nhad is the number of hadronic 
events, Ehad = 0.981 f 0.005 is the multihadronic se- 
lection efficiency, I&d = 0.699 rt 0.003 [ 191 is the 

Z” hadronic branching ratio, and Br(Y -+ l?e-) = 
(2.31 & 0.16)%, where C = p or e, is the average ef- 

fective Y leptonic branching ratio. This effective lep- 
tonic branching ratio has been calculated assuming 
that Y ( IS), Y (2s) and Y (3s) are produced with rel- 

ative abundances 1:0.5:0.5, and taking into account the 
contribution of cascade decays between the various Y 

states (see Table 2). It has also been assumed that the 
electron and muon leptonic branching ratios of the Y 
states are equal. For each model the measured and the- 
oretically predicted Z” branching ratios to inclusive Y 
states are reported in Table 3. It is noted that, except 
for the gluon fragmentation model into ‘colour-octet’ 
Y states, p -+ Yqij, the measured branching ratios are 
much larger than theoretical expectations. The average 
efficiency, obtained by weighting individual efficien- 
cies according to the theoretically expected rates, is 
EY = 0.249. This efficiency is used in the following to 
calculate the Z” branching ratio to inclusive Y states. 
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Table 2 

Some properties of Y states, as given in the Review of Particle Properties [ I9 1. 

State 

Y( IS) 

Y(2.S) 

Y(3S) 

Mass Br(Y + e+e-) Br(Y + p+p-) Br(Y(3S) --t Y + X) Br(Y(2.S) -+ Y +X) 
(GeV/c* ) (in %) (in %) (in %) (in %) 

9.460 2.52 & 0.17 2.48 f 0.07 I I .7 f 0.5 31.1 =k 1.6 

IO.023 not measured 1.31 zto.21 10.6 z4c 0.8 - 

10.3.55 not measured 1.81 f0.17 _ _ 

Table 3 

Monte Carlo calculation of Y selection efficiencies for the various production models. For each model the measured and the expected Z” 

branching ratio to inclusive Y states are reported. The error on the measured value is only statistical. 

Production 

process 

Efficiency 

no isolation cut isolation cut 

Br(Z” + Y -t X) 

measured expected 

Z” - Ybb 0.398 f 0.01 I 0.246 f 0.010 (I.1 LtO5) x 10-j 1.6 x IO-” 171 

z” + yqqgg 0.311 f0.010 0.174f0.010 (1.4f0.6) x IO-J 0.7 x 10-b 151 

z” + Ygg 0.328 f 0.01 I 0.21 I * 0.009 ( I .2 zt 0.5) x 10-j 0.5 x IO-h 161 

z” - YqCj 0.355 & 0.011 0.252 f 0.010 ( 1 .o It 0.4) x 10-d 4.1 x 10-s 171 

z” + Yg 0.376 f 0.01 I 0.376 zt 0.01 I (0.7 z!C 0.3) x 10-j I.0 x 10-s 171 

The following systematic uncertainties have been 

considered (see Table 4) : 
The uncertainty related to the background subtrac- 
tion was determined as described above. 

The uncertainty related to the lepton identification 

efficiency and track quality cuts was determined 

from data samples as in [ 20 1. 
The resolutions predicted by the detector simulation 
for track parameters in r - q!~ (track curvature K, 

distance of closest approach to the coordinate ori- 
gin de, and azimuthal angle at the point of closest 
approach 40) and in z (tangent of the dip angle 

tan A and the z-coordinate at the point of closest ap- 
proach ~0) were adjusted to describe the data. These 
track parameter resolutions were varied by 10% in 
r - 4 and 30% in z to obtain the corresponding 

systematic error in the efficiency. 
The uncertainty on Br( Y + PP) was determined 
as described above, assuming that the Y states are 
produced in the proportions 1:OS:OS. If Y states are 
produced with relative abundances 1: 1: 1, the effec- 
tive leptonic branching ratio differs by 1.7% (rela- 
tive difference to the central value). This difference 
has been added in quadrature to obtain the total un- 
certainty on Br(Y --+ e+P). 
Since the parameters used to calculate the Y pro- 

duction yield in ‘colour-octet’ models are adjusted 
to the Tevatron data, there are still uncertainties con- 
cerning the composition of the Y sample. If Y pro- 

duction is dominated by cascade decays of Xb states, 

a softer Y spectrum is expected. According to the 
simulated events, the selection efficiency would be 

smaller by 4.8% in this case. This value is used to 

account for uncertainties in the Y momentum spec- 
trum. 
The Y selection efficiency has been calculated as- 
suming that Y mesons decay isotropically. In or- 

der to account for the unknown Y polarization, the 
efficiency has been recalculated, as in [ 21, assum- 
ing that the angular distribution of leptons from 
Y decays in the Y rest frame is proportional to 
1 + cos2 8*, where 19* is the emission angle. The 
corresponding change in efficiency is 7. I %. 
As discussed in Section 3, the soft gluon energy 
emitted by ‘colour-octet’ Y states in order to re- 
combine into ‘colour-singlet’ states has been ne- 
glected in the MC simulation. This energy affects 
the Etsot calculation. According to the MC, the aver- 
age Eisot energy is I .7 GeV. The difference between 
this value and the average value of 3.2 ZIZ 1.3 GeV 
obtained from the eight Y candidates (see Table 1) 
has been used as an estimator of this extra energy. 
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Table 4 

Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on the inclusive Y 

production rate. 

Error source Contribution (in %) 

background uncertainty 4.1 

lepton identification 4.5 

track parameter resolution 2.4 

Br(Y --t Y+Y-) 7.1 

Y momentum spectrum 4.8 

Y polarization 7.1 

LI calculation 5.2 

MC statistics 4.1 

Total systematic error 14.7 
- 

The change in efficiency obtained by adding in the 
simulation this extra energy to Eisol is 5.2%. 

Taking into account the total systematic uncertainty, 
the branching ratio of Z” into inclusive Y states is: 

Br(ZO + Y + X) =(1.0*0.4*0.1) x 10-4, 

where the first error is statistical and the second sys- 
tcmatic. This branching ratio is compatible with the 

theoretical expectation of 5.9 x lo-“, obtained by 
adding all production mechanisms. Taking into ac- 

count systematic errors, the expected number of events 
using this theoretical ratio is 5.3 f0.5, including back- 
ground events. The probability that this expected num- 
ber fluctuates to the observed number of 8 events is 
17%. The branching ratio for ‘colour-singlet’ models 

alone ( 1.7 x 1 O-“) is in contrast too small to explain 
the observed number of events, as was the case at the 

Tevatron [ 31. The expected number of events is in this 
case 2.7 * 0.3, and the probability that this number 

Ructuates to the observed number of events is 0.8%. 
Further properties of the events are discussed below. 

A search for displaced vertices with significance 
l,/a~ > 3 was performed using the eight Y can- 
didates. The algorithm to reconstruct the vertices is 
described in [21]. According to the MC simulated 
events, the efficiency of this algorithm to identify an 
event of the type Z” -+ Yb6, where two additional b- 
quarks are produced, is 60%. If all Y events observed 

in the data are produced by this mechanism, 4.0 data 
events are expected to be identified by the b-quark 
tagging algorithm, but no event is found. The proba- 
bility of this fluctuation is 1.8% and an upper limit of 
0.7 x 10-j at 90% CL is obtained for &-(Z” --+ Yb6). 

All other production mechanisms are consistent with 

the observed number of displaced vertices. Similarly, 
if the production mechanism Z” -+ Yg is responsible 
for all Y events observed in the data, 6.2 Y candi- 

dates are expected to be found with momenta above 

40 GeV/c , but no candidate is observed in this mo- 
mentum region (see Table 1). The probability of this 
fluctuation is 0.2%, and an upper limit of 0.3 x 10e4 

at 90% CL is obtained for Br(Z” -+ Yg). The mo- 
mentum distribution of the Y candidates is consistent 

with all other production mechanisms. 

It is noted that the production mechanisms Z” -+ 
Ybi; and Z” -+ Yg cannot explain all the observed 
events, but it cannot be excluded that they contribute 
partially to the total signal. Furthermore, the large 
branching ratio observed in the data suggests that the 

observed signal could result from the contribution of 
several mechanisms. Since the statistics are insuffi- 

cient to proceed to further tests of the various models, 
an additional error of 18% is included to account for 

uncertainties in the production mechanism. This error 
is calculated as the r.m.s. spread of the branching ra- 
tios for the various production models. The Z” ---t Yg 

model has been excluded from the calculation, since 

both the theoretical branching ratio and the momen- 
tum analysis indicate that its contribution to the total 

signal is likely to be small. The measured decay ratio 
of Z” into inclusive Y states is then, 

Br(ZO -+ Y + X) = ( 1.0 f 0.4 l 0.1 f 0.2) x 10-4, 

where the first error is statistical, the second system- 
atic and the third error accounts for the uncertainty in 

the production mechanism. This measured branching 
ratio is compatible with the upper limit obtained by 
DELPHI [ 11. 

6. Summary 

The production of Y mesons in hadronic Z” decays 
is studied using a sample of 3.7 million hadronic Z” 
decays. Y mesons are identified from their decays into 
e+e- and ,u”+~- pairs. Eight candidates are found 

over an estimated background of 1.6 f 0.3 events. 
The probability that the background fluctuates to the 
observed signal is 4 x 10e4. 

Assuming that the dominant production mechanism 
is gluon fragmentation into ‘colour-octet’ Y states, the 
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following measurement for the inclusive branching ra- 
tio into the sum of the three lightest Y states is ob- 
tained: 

Br( z” + Y + X) = ( 1 .o f 0.4 f 0.1 If 0.2) x 10-4, 

where the first error is statistical, the second systematic 
and the third error is obtained after consideration of 

other possible production mechanisms. The measured 

ratio agrees within errors with the expected theoretical 
ratio, after including both ‘colour-singlet’ and ‘colour- 

octet’ production mechanisms. 
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